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NEW ITALIAN ELECTRIC VEHICLE, TAZZARI ZERO, 

MAKES ITS US DEBUT AT NASA 
Unique And Stylish NEV Ready For Import With DOT Certification 
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ROME, Georgia, March 16, 2010 – The first Tazzari ZERO, a neighborhood electric 

vehicle (NEV) designed and manufactured in Italy and powered by state-of-the-art lithium-ion 

batteries that provide a range of 88 miles on a single charge, was recently shuttled into the US by 

Verdek-EV, its exclusive North American distributor.   

Touchdown for the Tazzari ZERO was at none other than NASA headquarters near 

Houston where Venta and EVCARCO, Verdek’s strategic partners presented the ZERO to some 

of the top technical experts at NASA (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qj1NH3IdkfY).  NASA 

technicians are very familiar with weight management, so they were particularly interested in the 

ZERO’s lightweight aluminum frame that makes the structure very rigid while increasing its 

range and performance.  

After NASA, Tazzari ZERO will head to New York and Los Angeles for several media 

opportunities. The car is an experience for everyone who drives it or even sees it; the consumer 

will recognize that this is something very different and available now.  

Guy Maninno, Verdek’s CEO, said, “The plan for the Tazzari ZERO is simple; let the car 

speak for itself.  The public really understands that this is a new way of driving, thinking and 

looking at transportation.” 

“The ZERO will be priced in the low 30’s and comes from the heart of the Italian sports 

car region,” stated Dale Long, CEO of EVCARCO. “The days of the electric car not being 

available are over; the days of poor quality and unreliable technology have past. Tazzari ZERO 

is an innovation on four wheels.” 
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ABOUT VERDEK-EV 

 

VERDEK-EV promotes EVs and Charging Station Infrastructure to support the growth of an 

alternative and sustainable transportation system in North America. We encourage consumers, 

distributors and investors to visit our web site at www.VERDEK-EV.com. VERDEK-EV can 

also be viewed on Facebook at “Tazzari Zero USA.” 
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